
 

 
 

PRESS RELEASE – April 2014 
 
SATIB Conservation Trust, working in collaboration with Wilderness Foundation, donates a Bat 
Hawk aircraft for elephant anti-poaching. 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
SATIB Conservation Trust, working in collaboration with Wilderness Foundation on their Forever 
Wild Elephant Conservation Initiative, have donated a 6 cylinder Jaribu Bat Hawk Light Sports 
Aircraft, to the Lugenda Wildlife Reserve, which forms part of the greater Niassa National Reserve in 
Mozambique. 
 
Elephant poaching in this reserve is at an all time high, with an average of 2 elephant being lost each 
day due to poaching. Matthew Norval, Conservation Director at the Wilderness Foundation confirms 
that the acquisition of the Bat Hawk will assist with anti-poaching and wildlife conservation in the 
Lugenda Wildlife Reserve, and that the plane will be deployed in the next few weeks. 
 
The funds for this donation were made possible by SATIB Conservation Trust (SA) and the Wilderness 
Conservancy in the USA. 
 
The Niassa National Reserve and the Lugenda Wildlife Reserve  
 
The Niassa National Reserve situated in northern Mozambique was founded in 1954 while 
Mozambique was still Portuguese East Africa, but did not receive effective protection until the end of 
the Mozambican Civil War in 1992. Since then, the Mozambican government has taken steps 
to  protect the ecology and associated wildlife of this magnificent reserve which is divided into 
seventeen management units: nine hunting blocks, six photo-tourism blocks (of which Lugenda 
Wildlife Reserve is one) and two zones of high biodiversity value. 
Niassa covers an area of 42 000 km² (10 000 000 acres) making it one of the largest protected areas in 
Africa (twice the size of Kruger National Park and comparable to the total area of Wales or Denmark). 
The faunal component of the reserve is significant with approximately 12 000 Elephants, 14 000 Sable, 
1 000 Lion, 350 wild Dog as well as some unique sub species including Niassa Wildebeest, 
Crawshay’s Zebra, Johnstons Impala and a number of small mammals. The number of bird species 
recorded is in excess of 400. 
The Lugenda River cuts through the reserve over a distance of about 400km and along with the 
Inselbergs is a significant and prominent feature of the reserve. The Ruvuma River represents the 
northern boundary of the reserve and is the border between Mozambique and Tanzania. 
 
ABOUT THE WILDERNESS CONSERVANCY 

The$Wilderness$Conservancy,$based$in$the$USA,$is$dedicated$to$the$conservation$of$endangered$and$
threatened$wildlife$and$wild$places,$on$land$or$within$the$sea.$WILDCON$is$a$direct$action$foundation$
that$provides$hard$assets$to$persons$and$organizations$(governmental$and$nonFgovernmental)$with$
specific$needs$that$cannot$be$addressed$because$of$lack$of$funding.$$
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ABOUT SATIB CONSERVATION TRUST 
 
SATIB Conservation Trust (SCT) was founded by SATIB Insurance Brokers but is now an 
independent non-profit, public benefit association (charity) registered in South Africa. SCT is 
dedicated to creating an Africa where communities and wildlife live together in harmony. It 
supports approved wildlife research and community benefit programmes and has a specific 
focus on innovative solutions to human wildlife conflict issues in southern Africa. 
 
                                     

 
 
 
Yours faithfully 
 

 
BRIAN COURTENAY 
CHAIRMAN – SATIB TRUST 


